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Abstract In the present work a general theoretical framework for coupled
dimensionally-heterogeneous partial differential equations is developed. This is done
by recasting the variational formulation in terms of coupling interface variables. In such
a general setting we analyze existence and uniqueness of solutions for both the con-
tinuous problem and its finite dimensional approximation. This approach also allows
the development of different iterative substructuring solution methodologies involving
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sition strategies can be employed. Particularly, we point out that the construction of
a model comprises the definition of two basic elements which determine its nature:
(1) the differential operator which represents the main physical phenomenon, and (2)
the dimension of the Euclidean space in which such operator is going to be consid-
ered. Classical domain decomposition methods were born in the setting of models
sharing the same operator in the same Euclidean space (see [18,22,23] and references
therein). Heterogeneous domain decomposition methods (see [18, Chapter 8] for some
examples) are referred to those cases in which the differential operators are not the
same in different regions of the computational domain. In this category we can include
also the fluid-structure interaction coupling, Stokes-Darcy coupling, pure advection
and advection-diffusion coupling, among others (see, e.g., [2,9,10,13,20]). On the
other hand, when models with different geometrical dimensions are employed, this is
referred to as a dimensionally-heterogeneous domain decomposition method.
In this paper, we will show the way the coupling of elliptic dimensionally-
heterogeneous operators fits within such an abstract setting. Concerning the appli-
cations we present numerical examples of a 2D-1D coupled problem involving also
the Laplace operators and a 3D-1D coupled problem in the field of linear elasticity.
These examples are employed to test the validity of our theoretical results.
The present work is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we formulate the general prob-
lem. Section 3 presents, for the simplest configuration of two coupled heterogeneous
models, some theoretical results about existence and uniqueness and also provides
the guidelines for setting up partitioning methods for the segregated solution of these
problems. In Sect. 4 we extend the framework and the corresponding results for some
cases involving multi-component systems, while in Sect. 5 the discrete problem is
addressed and some results are developed. Numerical experiments rendering some
applications and testing the theoretical results are elaborated in Sect. 6. Finally, the
main conclusions of the work are drawn in Sect. 7.
2 Abstract setting for heterogeneous coupling
2.1 Preliminaries
Let us assume that a physical system is split into two parts and that, based on the char-
acteristics of the system itself, one of the two parts can be described via a dimensionally
reduced model. A three-dimensional hydraulic network is a clear example where some
of the pipes can be described by simplified 0D algebraic relations between flow and
pressure drop, or by any other simple representation instead of considering, e.g., the
full Navier-Stokes equations in 3D. In abstract terms we deal with two kinds of models
that will be referred to as complex dimensional and simple dimensional models, or
in compact form, CD-model and SD-model. Generally speaking we can consider a
wide range of combinations of the form CD-SD with C = 1, 2, 3 and S = 0, 1, 2. In
this context we will speak of admissible combination when C > S. Therefore, we can
have situations like the coupling of 3D-2D models, where in this case the 2D acts as
the simple model, or 1D-0D models where the 1D is the complex representation.
From now on we will stick to the following assumptions for the sake of boundedness
in the work.
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This operator must be surjective, but not necessarily injective, so in general it is not
invertible. Indeed, we may have u1
C
, u2
C
∈ UC, u1C 	= u2C, such that RSu1C|C =
RSu2C|C .
Furthermore, we introduce the following extension operator
EC : S → C, uS|S → ECuS|S .
In turn, this operator must be injective, but in general not necessarily surjective, there-
fore, it is not invertible. Both the restriction and extension operators are linear and
continuous.
From now on we will omit the notations |C and |S since it will always be clear
from the context on which interface we are working.
Let US be a Hilbert space on the domain S, UˆS ⊆ US be a subspace of US and
US ⊆ US be the affine manifold associated to UˆS which accounts for the boundary
conditions.
The variational problem for the coupled dimensionally-heterogeneous model reads:
for a given α ∈ {0, 1} a priori defined, find (uC, uS) ∈ UC,S such that
aC(uC, uˆC) + aS(uS, uˆS) = fC(uˆC) + fS(uˆS) ∀(uˆC, uˆS) ∈ UˆC,S (1)
where the linear space UˆC,S is defined by
UˆC,S = {(uˆC, uˆS) ∈ UˆC × UˆS : α(uˆS − RSuˆC) = 0 on S;
(1 − α)(uˆC − ECuˆS) = 0 on C}.
In (1) we have that aS : US × US → R is a bilinear, continuous form, coercive on
UˆS with respect to the norm ‖ · ‖US , while fS : US → R is a linear and continuous
functional. Note that there are two constraints in the linear space UˆC,S which account
for the continuity of the traces in two different senses given by the trace spaces C
and S. Nevertheless, it is actually just one constraint at once that is active since α is
either 0 or 1.
Let us reformulate problem (1) by relaxing both restrictions uˆS = RSuˆC on S
and uˆC = ECuˆS on C through dual variables that act as Lagrange multipliers.
More precisely, we formulate the augmented variational formulation as follows: for
a given α ∈ {0, 1} a priori defined, find (uC, uS, λC, λS) ∈ UC × US × ′C × ′S
such that
aC(uC, uˆC) + aS(uS, uˆS)
+(1 − α)〈λC, uˆC − ECuˆS〉C + (1 − α)〈λˆC, uC − ECuS〉C
+α〈λS, uˆS − RSuˆC〉S + α〈λˆS, uS − RSuC〉S
= fC(uˆC) + fS(uˆS) ∀(uˆC, uˆS, λˆC, λˆS) ∈ UˆC × UˆS × ′C × ′S, (2)
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where the symbols 〈·, ·〉C and 〈·, ·〉S denote the duality pairings:
〈·, ·〉C : ′C × C → R and 〈·, ·〉S : ′S × S → R.
Remark 1 An alternative approach would be to work in the spaces C and S for
both unknowns and test functions and to replace dualities 〈·, ·〉S and 〈·, ·〉C by scalar
products (·, ·)C and (·, ·)S by making use of the Riesz representation theorem. In such
case, all proofs given in the forthcoming sections can be consistently modified in order
to get the corresponding results.
Finally, we introduce the adjoint operators R∗
S
and E∗
C
of RS and EC, respectively,
such that there hold
〈λC, ECuS〉C = 〈E∗CλC, uS〉S ∀(uS, λC) ∈ S × ′C,
〈λS,RSuC〉S = 〈R∗SλS, uC〉C ∀(uC, λS) ∈ C × ′S.
The characterization of these operators together with that of RS and EC, in each
specific problem, is fundamental to set up the domain decomposition framework and,
in particular, to define the extension operators of Sects. 3.2 and 3.3.
At this point we can establish an analogy with similar concepts from solid mechan-
ics, where the dimensional reduction of the model has a direct connection to constraints
introduced in the definition of the kinematics of the structure. In this sense, the dimen-
sional heterogeneity of the structure can be understood as the result of the coexistence
of different kinematics assumptions which must be matched at the coupling interfaces
through suitable coupling conditions (see [6] for a perspective in the field of solid
mechanics). For instance, if we couple a 3D solid model and a shell model under some
hypotheses, say Kirchhoff-Love hypotheses, we are trying to match a fully 3D kine-
matics and a constrained kinematics consisting of tangent and normal displacements
and tangent rotations (tangent and normal refer to the mid surface of the shell), which
leads to a 2D theory of solid mechanics. Thus, in such case we have a heterogeneous
model embodying two different kinematics.
2.3 Example of application 1: coupling 3D-1D
Let us consider a 1D Laplace problem set up in a 1D domain  (corresponding to S)
coupled with a 3D Laplace problem set up in a 3D domain  (corresponding to C)
(like, e.g., in Fig. 2, right). This can be a simple paradigm to describe a steady diffusion
process in a structure represented by heterogeneous 3D and 1D models. The coupling
interface is characterized by two elements. From the 3D domains the interface C is a
surface here denoted by , while from the 1D counterpart S is a point denoted by γ .
Moreover, we have UC = {v ∈ H1() : v = 0 on ∂ \ },C = H1/2(),′C =
H−1/2(),US = H1() + b.c.,S = R, and ′S = R. The fields are denoted by
uC = u3 and uS = u1 referring to the 3D and 1D solutions respectively. The bilinear
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and linear forms are then defined as:
aC(uC, uˆC) =
∫

k∇u3 · ∇uˆ3 d, fC(uˆC) =
∫

f uˆ3 d,
aS(uS, uˆS) =
∫

Ak
du1
dξ
duˆ1
dξ
d, fS(uˆS) =
∫

A f uˆ1 d,
where A is a scaling factor in the SD-model corresponding to the cross-sectional area
of the CD-model through which the reduction has been performed. Here we consid-
ered the material property k and the source term f constants in both the 3D and the 1D
regions. In addition, the operator RS may be defined in the following manner
RS : H1/2() → R, u3| → u3,1|γ = 1||
∫

u3 d, (3)
which is clearly a surjective operator, whereas the operator EC may be given by
EC : R :→ H1/2(), u1|γ → u1,3| = u1|γ ,
being this an injective operator. Note that u1,3 is a constant function defined in all .
Finally, the duality pairings in this case are
〈λC, uˆC − ECuˆS〉C = (H1/2())′ 〈λ3, uˆ3 − uˆ1,3〉H1/2(),
〈λS, uˆS − RSuˆC〉S = ||λ1(uˆ1 − uˆ3,1)|γ ,
(4)
where the factor || is included so that both Lagrange multipliers have the same
physical dimension. In this case λ1 ∈ R.
For this problem, the differential equations are the following:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
− div(k∇u3) = f in ,
− d
dξ
(
Ak
du1
dξ
)
= A f in ,
3D boundary conditions in ∂ \ ,
1D boundary conditions in ∂ \ γ,
whereas the coupling conditions are
if α = 1
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
u1 = 1||
∫

u3 d in γ,
k
du1
dξ
= k∇u3 · n on ,
if α = 0
⎧⎨
⎩
u1 = u3 on ,
Ak
du1
dξ
=
∫

k∇u3 · n d in γ.
The equalities on  here above must be intended in the sense of traces.
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fS(uˆS) =
∫

2πr f uˆ2 drdz,
where the scaling factor 2πr accounts for the reduced representation with respect to
the circumferential coordinate that is taken into account in the 2D-model. The mate-
rial property k and the source term f are both constant in the 3D and 2D regions. In
the present situation, the operator RS may simply be the average operator defined as
follows
RS : H1/2() → H1/2r (σ ), u3| → u3,2|σ = 12π
2π∫
0
u3 dφ, (5)
while the extension operator EC may be given by
EC : H1/2r (σ ) → H1/2(), u2|σ → u2,3| = u2|σ .
Notice that in this case u2,3 is a function defined in all  which varies with the radial
coordinate but it is constant with respect to the circumferential coordinate. Finally, in
this case the duality pairings read
〈λC, uˆC − ECuˆS〉C = H−1/2()〈λ3, uˆ3 − uˆ2,3〉H1/200 (),
〈λS, uˆS − RSuˆC〉S = ′
S
〈2πrλ2, uˆ2 − uˆ3,2〉S .
In the second duality pairing, r is the radial coordinate ranging in [0, R], being R the
radius of the coupling interface .
2.5 On the role and choice of the parameter α in (2)
Variational principle (2) delivers two different solutions for the two different values
of α, namely 0 and 1. So α plays a role in defining the way in which the model
represents the physical phenomenon we want to address. Generally speaking, when
α = 1 the model ensures the continuity of the value of the field u via the pairing 〈·, ·〉S
(formally speaking we get uS = RSuC on S), whereas it can be shown (see [5])
that the dual variable is continuous in ′
C
(formally speaking, λC = R∗SλS on C).
The reciprocal situation occurs when α = 0, for which the field u is continuous in the
sense of the pairing 〈·, ·〉C, while the flux is continuous in ′S.
The choice of α should be made a priori depending upon the problem that is being
addressed. Nevertheless, these two solutions should be close in the sense that both
coupled models are addressing the same phenomena. In other words, the quantities of
interest retrieved from the computed solutions should not be greatly affected by the
choice of the parameter α.
At this point, we can distinguish two different kind of situations: either the CD
and the SD components correspond to real geometrical heterogeneous models, or the
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original problem is geometrically homogeneous and the SD model is a mathematical
idealization of the CD one. In the latter case, if the solutions computed for different
values of α are close, then the heterogeneous representation is a good approximation
of the originally homogeneous problem.
The choice α ∈ (0, 1) deserves a comment. As noticed above, α provides the way
in which the continuity equation is taken into account. Choosing a value of α ∈ (0, 1)
would imply that both pairings, and therefore both ways, would be present in the
formulation. Notice that in such a case the definition of UˆC,S is actually independent
of α. Due to the inclusion S ⊂ C, we have that the continuity sense in the former is
implied by the latter. Therefore, any arbitrary value of α ∈ (0, 1) yields a completely
equivalent formulation to that one with α = 0. For this reason, the cases α /∈ {0, 1}
are not meaningful. We can conclude by saying that α plays a physical role more than
a mathematical one.
In view of the applications we have in mind it is a better practice to choose the
imposition of a weak coupling between the primal variables in the problem, yielding
the strong continuity of the dual ones. That is, we want to consider just the pairing
〈·, ·〉S, which yields the continuity in the space S.
It must be highlighted that all the framework that will be presented in what follows
can be extended so as to embrace the case α = 0. This is omitted here for the sake of
brevity. Hence, from now on we introduce the following additional assumption.
Assumption 3 We restrict our analysis to the case α = 1 in (2).
2.6 On the quality of the solution delivered by heterogeneous modeling
The theoretical groundwork provided in the present work is not aimed at evaluating the
quality of the solution obtained when modeling a physical system using dimensionally-
heterogeneous models. The problem of assessing the quality of the solution in this class
of models can be tackled using several approaches, for instance asymptotic analysis
as in [13], or using the concept of sensitivity analysis [4].
The basic idea behind the sensitivity analysis is to define a cost functional of inter-
est which represents a meaningful criterion regarding the quality of the solution. As
done in [4], the problem can thus be reinterpreted as a problem of shape sensitivity
analysis, where the shape change represents the transformation of a 1D description
into a 3D model through the displacement of the coupling interface. That is, there is
shape change in both models by means of a modification in the position of the under-
lying boundary surfaces (boundaries C and S in Fig. 2, for instance). Evidently,
a compatibility condition in the displacement of these boundary surfaces has to be
considered. Then, the calculated sensitivity expressions are capable of quantifying the
sensitivity of the cost functional to the position of the coupling interface.
3 Interface variational formulations
In this section we rewrite the augmented variational problem (2) in terms of the sole
interface variables. Several alternatives will be considered, aimed at the development
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of iterative strategies yielding, at every step, the segregated (i.e., independent) solution
of both the complex and simple sub-models.
3.1 Notational issues and preliminary comments
Different systems of interface equations can be written according to the way the sub-
models incorporate the boundary information associated to the interfaces C and S.
Instances are given by the so-called Neumann-and-Neumann formulation, in which
both sub-problems are written in terms of Neumann boundary conditions on the inter-
faces, or by the Dirichlet-and-Dirichlet system of interface equations in which both
sub-problems are formulated using Dirichlet boundary conditions. Several other meth-
ods can be derived by suitably combining Dirichlet, Neumann or Robin boundary
conditions.
More precisely, when we refer to Neumann, Dirichlet or Robin boundary conditions
we are referring always to quantities defined by the SD-model (quantities with index
S), which are those chosen to formulate the continuity conditions in the problem. For
example, imposing a Dirichlet boundary condition to the CD models of Sects. 2.3 and
2.4 corresponds to imposing RSuC that is, according to (3) or (5), prescribe that the
mean value of uC is equal to a given uS on C.
Such conditions may be introduced directly in the definition of the functional spaces.
Indeed, for σS ∈ S we introduce the following linear manifolds
UσS
S
= {uS ∈ US : uS = σS on S},
UσS
C
= {uC ∈ UC : RSuC = σS on S},
UˆσS
S
= {uS ∈ UˆS : uS = σS on S},
UˆσS
C
= {uC ∈ UˆC : RSuC = σS on S}.
(6)
When σS = 0 in (6) above, we obtain the associated linear spaces Uˆ 0S and Uˆ 0C, and
the linear manifolds U 0
S
and U 0
C
with homogeneous data on S.
This strategy, although possible, is not very convenient in practice. Thus, the ap-
proaches based on Lagrange multipliers techniques are preferred, as we will see also
in Sect. 3.3.
3.2 Extension operators for the SD-model
Consider firstly the operator DS : S → UˆμSS defined by the following variational
problem: given μS ∈ S, find DSμS ∈ UˆμSS such that
aS(DSμS, uˆ IS) = 0 ∀uˆ IS ∈ Uˆ 0S . (7)
It will be used whenever we want to impose a Dirichlet boundary condition on S to
the SD-model.
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Another operator we need when imposing a Neumann boundary condition on S to
the SD-model is NS : ′S → UˆS defined by the following variational problem: given
λS ∈ ′S, find NSλS ∈ UˆS such that
aS(NSλS, uˆ JS) = −〈λS, uˆ JS〉S ∀uˆ JS ∈ UˆS. (8)
The Lax-Milgram theorem (see, e.g., [17]) guarantees straightforwardly the well-
posedness of problem (7) and the existence of NSλS in (8). The uniqueness of NSλS
might be guaranteed up to an additive constant depending on the boundary conditions
imposed on ∂S \ S. Moreover, in case a Neumann boundary condition is assigned
on ∂S \ S, special attention must be paid in choosing the extension NSλS so to
satisfy the compatibility condition required by a full-Neumann problem.
3.3 Extension operators for the CD-model
We proceed similarly for the CD-model by defining the operator DC : S → UˆμSC as
follows: given μS ∈ S, find DCμS ∈ UˆμSC such that
aC(DCμS, uˆ IC) = 0 ∀uˆ IC ∈ Uˆ 0C. (9)
This operator imposes Dirichlet boundary conditions on C, which amounts to impose
the value of RSuC in this context.
The weak formulation (9) can be equivalently rewritten by using Lagrange mul-
tipliers to impose the condition RS(DCμS) = μS on S, which is fulfilled by the
elements of UˆμS
C
, as follows: find (DCμS, λS) ∈ UˆC × ′S such that
aC(DCμS, uˆ IC) + 〈R∗SλS, uˆ IC〉C = 0 ∀uˆ IC ∈ UˆC,
〈R∗
S
λˆS,DCμS〉C = 〈λˆS, μS〉S ∀λˆS ∈ ′S.
(10)
Finally, to impose a Neumann boundary condition to the CD-model we need the
operator NC : ′S → UˆC s.t. for any given λS ∈ ′S,NCλS ∈ UˆC satisfies
aC(NCλS, uˆ JC) = 〈R∗SλS, uˆ JC〉C = 〈λS,RSuˆ JC〉S ∀uˆ JC ∈ UˆC, (11)
where the right hand side is consistent with the duality pairings seen in (2) for α = 1.
About the well-posedness of problems (10) and (11), we can prove the following
result.
Proposition 1 If the adjoint operator R∗
S
: ′
S
→ ′
C
is linear and there exist two
constants 0 < C1 < C2 < ∞ such that
C1‖λˆS‖′
S
≤ ‖R∗
S
λˆS‖′
C
≤ C2‖λˆS‖′
S
∀λˆS ∈ ′S, (12)
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then problem (10) is well-posed. Moreover, the operator DC is continuous, i.e. there
exists a constant C3 > 0 such that
‖DCμS‖UC ≤ C3‖μS‖S ∀μS ∈ S. (13)
Proof The proof follows the guidelines of Theorem 3.1 in [1].
We introduce the Hilbert space H = UˆC × ′S with norm ‖(uC, λS)‖2H = ‖uC‖2UˆC +
‖λS‖2′
S
and the bilinear symmetric form:
B(uC, λS; vC, ξS) = aC(uC, vC) + 〈R∗SλS, vC〉C + 〈R∗SξS, uC〉C,
for all (uC, λS), (vC, ξS) ∈ H .
Since the bilinear form aC(·, ·) is continuous in UˆC × UˆC and there is a continuous
mapping UˆC ↪→ C, using (12) we have that also B is continuous:
|B(uC, λS; vC, ξS)| ≤ C‖(uC, λS)‖H‖(vC, ξS)‖H ∀(uC, λS), (vC, ξS) ∈ H.
Now, denoting wC ∈ UˆC the solution of the following problem
aC(wC, vC) = 〈R∗SλS, vC〉C ∀vC ∈ UˆC, (14)
we can proceed like in Theorem 3.1 in [1] and obtain that there exists a constant C > 0
s.t. for any given (uC, λS) ∈ H ,
sup
(vC,ξS)∈H
(vC,ξS)	=0
|B(uC, λS; vC, ξS)|
‖(vC, ξS)‖H ≥ C‖(uC, λS)‖H .
Notice that to obtain this result we have used the hypothesis (12) and the inequalities
‖wC‖UˆC ≤ C‖R∗SλS‖′C and C‖R∗SλS‖2′C ≤ 〈R
∗
S
λS, wC〉C.
Thanks to Theorem 2.8 in [1] we can conclude that the weak problem (10) has a
unique solution and that (13) holds. unionsq
In turn, the well-posedness of (11) is a consequence of the Lax-Milgram theorem
and of the continuity of the adjoint operator R∗
S
. As in problem (8), notice that the solu-
tion might be unique up to an additive constant depending on the boundary conditions
imposed on ∂C \ C. Finally, remark that the extension NCλS must fulfill a com-
patibility condition if Neumann boundary conditions are imposed also on ∂C \ C.
Remark 2 Consider the 3D-1D example seen in Sect. 2.3. The operator RS provides
the mean value over  of a function in H1/2(). As seen in (4), the duality S × ′S
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is written as
〈λS,RSuˆC〉S = λ1︸︷︷︸
∈R
⎛
⎝
∫

u3 d
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈R
= H−1/2()〈R∗Sλ1, u3〉H1/2() = 〈R∗SλS, uˆC〉C.
We see that in the present case, for a given real number, the operator R∗
S
λS gives the
extension as a constant function defined in all . This operator satisfies the hypotheses
of Proposition 1.
3.4 Steklov–Poincaré formulation (one unknown)
To reformulate (2) as a Steklov-Poincaré interface equation, we proceed as follows.
At first, we consider the following decompositions
uS = uIS + DSμS, uC = uIC + DCμS, (15)
where the extension operators DS and DC were defined in (7) and (9), respectively.
The functions uI
S
∈ U 0
S
and uI
C
∈ U 0
C
(see Eq. (6) for the definition of these affine
manifolds) are the solutions of the following problems
aS(u
I
S
, uˆ I
S
) = fS(uˆ IS) ∀uˆ IS ∈ Uˆ 0S,
aC(u
I
C
, uˆ I
C
) = fC(uˆ IC) ∀uˆ IC ∈ Uˆ 0C.
(16)
Correspondingly, the variations (test functions) uˆS and uˆC in (2) are split as follows
uˆS = uˆ IS + D̂SμS = uˆ IS + DSμˆS,
uˆC = uˆ IC + D̂CμS = uˆ IC + DCμˆS,
(17)
with uˆS = μˆS and RSuˆC = μˆS on S. With the previous definitions and using (15)
and (17) into (2) (for α = 1) we have the following equivalent problem: given uI
S
and
uI
C
solutions of (16), find μS ∈ S such that
aS(u
I
S
+ DSμS, uˆ IS + DSμˆS) + aC(uIC + DCμS, uˆ IC + DCμˆS)
= fS(uˆ IS + DSμˆS) + fC(uˆ IC + DCμˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S. (18)
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By rearranging the terms we obtain
aS(u
I
S
, uˆ I
S
) − fS(uˆ IS)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0 by (16)
+aS(uIS,DSμˆS) + aS(DSμS, uˆ IS)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0 by (7)
+aS(DSμS,DSμˆS)
+ aC(uIC, uˆ IC)− fC(uˆ IC)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0 by (16)
+aC(uIC,DCμˆS) + aC(DCμS, uˆ IC)︸ ︷︷ ︸
= 0 by (9)
+aC(DCμS,DCμˆS)
= fS(DSμˆS) + fC(DCμˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S.
In summary, we find the following Steklov-Poincaré reformulation of (2): given uI
S
and uI
C
solutions of (16), find μS ∈ S such that
aS(DSμS,DSμˆS) + aC(DCμS,DCμˆS) = fS(DSμˆS) − aS(uIS,DSμˆS)
+ fC(DCμˆS) − aC(uIC,DCμˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S,
or, in compact form,
sS(μS, μˆS) = gS(μˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S, (19)
where the bilinear form sS : S × S → R and the linear form gS : S → R are
respectively given by
sS(μS, μˆS) = aS(DSμS,DSμˆS) + aC(DCμS,DCμˆS),
gS(μˆS) = fS(DSμˆS) − aS(uIS,DSμˆS) + fC(DCμˆS) − aC(uIC,DCμˆS).
In operator form (19) reads as follows
SSμS = gS in ′S, (20)
with obvious choice of notations.
Remark 3 When coupling 3D and 1D models like in Sect. 2.3 the variational Eq. (20)
reduces to a scalar equation with one unknown
Sμ = g in R,
where S and g are real numbers. In this case the problem is of dimension 1.
Proposition 2 There exists a unique solution μS ∈ S of (19). Moreover, there exists
C > 0 such that the solution satisfies
‖μS‖S ≤ C‖gS‖′
S
. (21)
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Proof From the bilinearity and continuity of aS(·, ·) and aC(·, ·) and the continuity
of the operators DS and DC it follows that sS is also continuous, that is, there exists
β > 0 such that
|sS(μS, ηS)| ≤ β‖μS‖S‖ηS‖S ∀μS, ηS ∈ S.
Using similar arguments we have that gS is continuous, that is, there exists γ > 0
such that
|gS(ηS)| ≤ γ ‖ηS‖S ∀η ∈ S.
Also, from the coercivity of aS(·, ·) and aC(·, ·) and from the trace inequalities it
follows that sS is coercive, that is, there exists α > 0 such that
sS(μS, μS) ≥ α‖μS‖2S ∀μS ∈ S.
Thus, the existence and uniqueness of the solution μS ∈ S is guaranteed by the
Lax–Milgram theorem, and estimate (21) holds as a corollary. unionsq
3.5 Augmented formulation (two unknowns)
In Sect. 3.4 the variational problem (2) was recasted into a variational interface problem
depending on the single interface unknown μS. Here we rewrite the same problem
in terms of two variables, μS and λS (primal and dual). We present three different
(equivalent) strategies. The denomination in each case will be clear from the context
and follows the comments made in Sect. 3.1.
Remark 4 Within the present framework it will be possible to select quite arbitrarily
the interface conditions to be imposed at both models arriving at a given coupling
interface. In other words, since we are keeping both variables μS and λS we can inde-
pendently set different interface conditions for both models sharing the same coupling
interface.
3.5.1 Approach 1: Dirichlet-and-Dirichlet decomposition
Let us consider the decomposition of uS and uC as in (15), with DSμS ∈ UˆμSS and
DCμS ∈ UˆμSC satisfying (7) and (9), and uIS ∈ U 0S and uIC ∈ U 0C satisfying (16).
The denomination Dirichlet-and-Dirichlet decomposition stems from the fact that uS
and uC are decomposed through contributions which are defined via Dirichlet sub-
problems for both the SD-model and the CD-model.
However, instead of (17) we consider
uˆS = uˆ IS + DSμˆ1S, uˆC = uˆ IC + DCμˆ2S. (22)
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Now, contrariwise to (17), it is μˆ1
S
	= μˆ2
S
. Hence, we rewrite the variational problem
(2) as follows: given uI
S
and uI
C
solutions of (16), find (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S such that
aS(u
I
S
+ DSμS, uˆ IS + DSμˆ1S) + aC(uIC + DCμS, uˆ IC + DCμˆ2S)
+〈λS, uˆ IS − RSuˆ IC〉S + 〈λS, μˆ1S − μˆ2S〉S
= fS(uˆ IS + DSμˆ1S) + fC(uˆ IC + DCμˆ2S) ∀(μˆ1S, μˆ2S) ∈ S × S.
After rearranging some terms and using (7), (9) and (16) as in (18) we obtain
aS(DSμS,DSμˆ1S) + aC(DCμS,DCμˆ2S) + 〈λS, μˆ1S − μˆ2S〉S
= fS(DSμˆ1S) − aS(uIS,DSμˆ1S)
+ fC(DCμˆ2S) − aC(uIC,DCμˆ2S) ∀(μˆ1S, μˆ2S) ∈ S × S,
that is find (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S such that
sS,S(μS, μˆ
1
S
) + 〈λS, μˆ1S〉S = gS,S(μˆ1S) ∀μˆ1S ∈ S,
sS,C(μS, μˆ
2
S
) − 〈λS, μˆ2S〉S = gS,C(μˆ2S) ∀μˆ2S ∈ S.
(23)
The bilinear forms sS,S : S × S → R and sS,C : S × S → R and the linear
forms gS,S : S → R and gS,C : S → R are given by
sS,S(μS, μˆ
1
S
) = aS(DSμS,DSμˆ1S),
sS,C(μS, μˆ
2
S
) = aC(DCμS,DCμˆ2S),
gS,S(μˆ
1
S
) = fS(DSμˆ1S) − aS(uIS,DSμˆ1S),
gS,C(μˆ
2
S
) = fC(DCμˆ2S) − aC(uIC,DCμˆ2S).
From (23) we can derive (19) easily, by adding (23)1 and (23)2 and taking μˆ1S = μˆ2S =
μˆS. As done for (20), we can write (23) in a more compact form: find (μS, λS) ∈
S × ′S such that (SS,S Iλ
SS,C −Iλ
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SDD
(
μS
λS
)
=
(
gS,S
gS,C
)
, (24)
where now SDD : S × ′S → ′S × ′S is the block operator matrix associated to
the interface problem in the two unknowns and Iλ is the identity operator in ′S.
Remark 5 In the particular case of a 3D-1D coupling (see Sect. 2.3) we have that
SDD : R2 → R2, indeed
SDD =
(
S1 1
S3 −1
)
,
so the exact representation of the operator is in fact a matrix SDD ∈ R2×2.
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Proposition 3 There exists a unique pair (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S solution of (23).
Moreover, there exists C > 0 such that the solution satisfies
‖μS‖S + ‖λS‖′
S
≤ C(‖gS,S‖′S + ‖gS,C‖′S). (25)
Proof First of all note that the variational problem (23) can be written in compact
form as follows: find θS ∈ M such that
rS(θS, ψˆS) = fS(ψˆS) ∀ψˆS ∈ N ,
where M = S × ′S, N = S × S, θS = (μS, λS) and ψˆS = (μˆ1S, μˆ2S). Here we
have that rS : M ×N → R and fS : N → R. We also introduce the norms ‖θS‖M =‖μS‖S + ‖λS‖′
S
and ‖ψS‖N = ‖μ1S‖S + ‖μ2S‖S . Instead of the Lax–Milgram
theorem as done in Proposition 2, here we apply the Neças theorem [17]. Bilinearity
and continuity of rS follow from the well-posedness of problems (7) and (9) and the
same happens with the linearity and continuity of fS . The positivity in this problem
holds if the following two conditions are satisfied: rS is such that
sup
θS∈M
rS(θS, φS) > 0 ∀φS ∈ N , (26)
besides, there exists α > 0 such that
sup
φS∈N
rS(θS, φS)
‖φS‖N ≥ α‖θS‖M ∀θS ∈ M. (27)
To show (26) let us take θ˜S = (μ2S, λ1S) where λ1S can be characterized through the
variational problem:
aS(DSμ1S, wˆ) = 〈λ1S,RSwˆ〉S ∀wˆ ∈ UˆS.
Then, for wˆ = DSμˆ1S and for wˆ = DSμˆ2S it is
aS(DSμ1S,DSμˆ1S) = 〈λ1S, μˆ1S〉S ∀DSμˆ1S ∈ UˆS,
aS(DSμ1S,DSμˆ2S) = 〈λ1S, μˆ2S〉S ∀DSμˆ2S ∈ UˆS.
With this choice, taking φS = (μ1S, μ2S), and using the symmetry and coercivity of
sS,S(·, ·) and sS,C(·, ·) we have
rS(θ˜S, φS) = sS,S(μ2S, μ1S) + sS,C(μ2S, μ2S) + 〈λ1S, μ1S〉S − 〈λ1S, μ2S〉S
= sS,S(μ1S, μ1S) + sS,C(μ2S, μ2S) ≥ αS‖μ1S‖2S + αC‖μ2S‖2S ≥ α‖φS‖2N .
Since this is valid for all φS ∈ N and is valid for a particular θ˜S ∈ M we have that
sup
θS∈M
rS(θS, φS) ≥ rS(θ˜S, φS) ≥ α‖φS‖2N > 0 ∀φS ∈ N ,
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which is (26). To prove (27) we choose φ˜S = (μ˜S, 12 μ˜S), for which it is
rS(θS, φ˜S) = sS,S(μS, μ˜S) +
1
2
sS,C(μS, μ˜S) + 〈λS, μ˜S〉S −
1
2
〈λS, μ˜S〉S
= sS,S(μS, μ˜S) +
1
2
sS,C(μS, μ˜S) +
1
2
〈λS, μ˜S〉S.
Dividing by ‖φ˜S‖N = 32‖μ˜S‖S we obtain
rS(θS, φ˜S)
‖φ˜S‖N
= 2
3
sS,S(μS, μ˜S)
‖μ˜S‖S
+ 1
3
sS,C(μS, μ˜S)
‖μ˜S‖S
+ 1
3
〈λS, μ˜S〉S
‖μ˜S‖S
.
Notice that taking the supremum over φ˜S ∈ N implies taking the supremum over
μ˜S ∈ S. In addition, the supremum over φS ∈ N is bounded below by the supre-
mum over φ˜S ∈ N (in the latter case we are restricting the supremum to all φ˜S with a
very particular form equal to (μ˜S, 12 μ˜S)). Therefore
sup
φS∈N
rS(θS, φS)
‖φS‖N ≥ supφ˜S∈N
rS(θS, φ˜S)
‖φ˜S‖N
= sup
μ˜S∈S
[
2
3
sS,S(μS, μ˜S)
‖μ˜S‖S
+ 1
3
sS,C(μS, μ˜S)
‖μ˜S‖S
+ 1
3
〈λS, μ˜S〉S
‖μ˜S‖S
]
.
(28)
Recalling that sS,S and sS,C are coercive, using the definition of the norm for ′S
and noting that (28) is valid for all θS ∈ M , we get
sup
φS∈N
rS(θS, φS)
‖φS‖N ≥
2
3
α˜S‖μS‖S +
1
3
α˜C‖μS‖S +
1
3
‖λS‖′
S
≥ α‖θS‖M ,
from which (27) follows. Hence, the existence and uniqueness of the solution (μS,
λS) ∈ S × ′S (that is θS ∈ M) is ensured by the Neças theorem. The estimate (25)
is also a corollary of the Neças theorem. unionsq
3.5.2 Approach 2: Dirichlet-and-Neumann decomposition
In this approach we will slightly change the way we split uS and uC. More precisely,
for the SD-model we consider a Dirichlet problem and for the CD-model a Neumann
problem. We therefore set
uS = uIS + DSμS, uC = u JC + NCλS, (29)
where operators DS and NC are defined according to (7) and (11). In turn, u JC ∈ UC
is given by the solution of the following variational problem:
aC(u
J
C
, uˆ J
C
) = fC(uˆ JC) ∀uˆ JC ∈ UˆC. (30)
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The denomination Dirichlet-and-Neumann decomposition stems from the fact that the
splitting (29) involves Dirichlet and Neumann sub-problems, respectively.
The admissible variations in this case are
uˆS = uˆ IS + DSμˆS, uˆC = uˆ JC + NCλˆS.
Then, our variational problem becomes: given uI
S
and u J
C
solutions of (16) and (30),
find (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S such that
aS(u
I
S
+ DSμS, uˆ IS + DSμˆS) + aC(u JC + NCλS, uˆ JC + NCλˆS)
+〈λS, uˆ IS − RSuˆ JC〉S + 〈λS, μˆS − RS(NCλˆS)〉S
+〈λˆS, uIS − RSu JC〉S + 〈λˆS, μS − RS(NCλS)〉S
= fS(uˆ IS + DSμˆS) + fC(uˆ JC + NCλˆS) ∀(μˆS, λˆS) ∈ S × ′S.
Rearranging terms, using (7) and (16) as in (18), and using (11) and (30), and the fact
that uI
S
∈ U 0
S
we obtain the problem:
aS(DSμS,DSμˆS) + aC(NCλS,NCλˆS)
+〈λS, μˆS − RS(NCλˆS)〉S + 〈λˆS, μS − RS(u JC + NCλS)〉S
= fS(DSμˆS) − aS(uIS,DSμˆS)
+ fC(NCλˆS) − aC(u JC,NCλˆS) ∀(μˆS, λˆS) ∈ S × ′S.
Now, notice that, due to (30) and making use of (11) we obtain
aS(DSμS,DSμˆS) + 〈λS, μˆS〉S + 〈λˆS, μS − RS(u JC + NCλS)〉S
= fS(DSμˆS) − aS(uIS,DSμˆS) ∀(μˆS, λˆS) ∈ S × ′S.
Once again, here we keep both variables, μS and λS, for which the two equations are
provided by μˆS and λˆS. In this case, the problem is expressed in compact form, with
obvious meaning of notation, as follows: find (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S such that
sS,S(μS, μˆS) + 〈λS, μˆS〉S = gS,S(μˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S,
〈λˆS, μS〉S − 〈λˆS,RS(NCλS)〉S = 〈λˆS,RSu JC〉S ∀λˆS ∈ ′S.
(31)
Similarly to (24) we can write (31) in block operator matrix form
(SS,S Iλ
Iμ −TS,C
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SDN
(
μS
λS
)
=
(
gS,S
RSu JC
)
, (32)
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where in this situation the definition of the operator TS,C is 〈λˆS, TS,CλS〉S =
〈λˆS,RS(NCλS)〉S and it is SDN : S × ′S → ′S × S. Here Iλ and Iμ are
the identity operators in ′
S
and S, respectively.
Proposition 4 There exists a unique pair (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S solution of (31),
moreover there exists C > 0 such that
‖μS‖S + ‖λS‖′
S
≤ C(‖gS,S‖′S + ‖RSu JC‖S).
Proof It follows similar guidelines to those employed in Proposition 3 and is not
presented here for the sake of brevity. unionsq
3.5.3 Approach 3: Neumann-and-Neumann decomposition
Another possible decomposition involves the solution of Neumann problems for both
the CD-model and the SD-model. The decompositions of the solution functions in this
case are as follows
uS = u JS + NSλS, uC = u JC + NCλS,
with admissible variations given by
uˆS = uˆ JS + NSλˆ1S, uˆC = uˆ JC + NCλˆ2S.
Proceeding as before we obtain the following interface formulation: find (μS, λS) ∈
S × ′S such that
〈λˆ1
S
, μS〉S − 〈λˆ1S,NSλS〉S = 〈λˆ1S, u JS〉S ∀λˆ1S ∈ ′S,
〈λˆ2
S
, μS〉S − 〈λˆ2S,RS(NCλS)〉S = 〈λˆ2S,RSu JC〉S ∀λˆ2S ∈ ′S.
(33)
In block operator matrix form (33) corresponds to
(Iμ −TS,S
Iμ −TS,C
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
SN N
(
μS
λS
)
=
(
u J
S
RSu JC
)
, (34)
where, as before, the operator TS,S is defined by 〈λˆ1S, TS,SλS〉S = 〈λˆ1S,NSλS〉S, and
then it is SN N : S × ′S → S × S.
Proposition 5 There exists a unique pair (μS, λS) ∈ S × ′S solution of (33), and
a constant C > 0 such that
‖μS‖S + ‖λS‖′
S
≤ C(‖u J
S
‖S + ‖RSu JC‖S).
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NC∑
j=1
aC, j (uC, j , uˆC, j ) +
NS∑
i=1
aS,i (uS,i , uˆS,i ) +
M∑
m=1
〈λS,m, uˆS,i |m − RS,muˆC, j |m〉S,m
+
M∑
m=1
〈λˆS,m, uS,i |m − RS,muC, j |m〉S,m =
NS∑
i=1
fS,i (uˆS,i ) +
NC∑
j=1
fC, j (uˆC, j )
∀({uˆC, j }NCj=1, {uˆS,i }NSi=1, {λˆS,m}Mm=1) ∈
NC∏
j=1
UC, j ×
NS∏
i=1
US,i ×
M∏
m=1
′
S,m .
The notation uS,i |m is used to denote the restriction of uS,i to the m-th interface S,m
and so on.
To derive the interface formulation, and for the sake of simplicity, we will con-
sider the situation in which we decompose the solution in each sub-model imposing a
Dirichlet boundary condition, that is, imposing the value of RSuC, j |m over each inter-
face C,m . In this general setting one component can have more than one coupling
interface. So, considering the K j and the Ki coupling interfaces of the j-th com-
plex and i-th simple components, respectively, the decompositions and the variations
become
uS,i = uIS,i +
Ki∑
k=1
DS,i RS,i |kμS,m, uˆS,i = uˆ IS,i +
Ki∑
k=1
DS,i RS,i |kμˆ1S,m,
uC, j = uIC, j +
K j∑
k=1
DC, j RC, j |kμS,m, uˆC, j = uˆ IC, j +
K j∑
k=1
DC, j RC, j |kμˆ2S,m,
where now DC, j and DS,i are the extension operators defined by (7) and (9) in the
corresponding components, and uI
C, j , and u
I
S,i are also the solutions of problems sim-
ilar to those in (16). Moreover, the matrices RC, j |k ∈ RK j ×M and RS,i |k ∈ RKi ×M
select among the interface unknowns μS,m those associated to the K j or Ki interfaces
of the j-th or i-th component, respectively. Following similar steps to those which led
us to Eq. (23) yields in this case: given the functions {uI
C, j }NCj=1 and {uIS,i }NSi=1, find
({μS,m}Mm=1, {λS,m}Mm=1) ∈
∏M
m=1 S,m ×
∏M
m=1 ′S,m such that
NC∑
j=1
K j∑
k=1
aC, j (DC, j RC, j |kμS,m,DC, j RC, j |kμˆ2S,m)
+
NS∑
i=1
Ki∑
k=1
aS,i (DS,i RS,i |kμS,m,DS,i RS,i |kμˆ1S,m) +
M∑
m=1
〈λS,m, μˆ1S,m − μˆ2S,m〉S,m
=
NS∑
i=1
Ki∑
k=1
(
fS,i (DS,i RS,i |kμˆ1S,m) − aS,i (uIS,i ,DS,i RS,i |kμˆ1S,m)
)
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+
NC∑
j=1
K j∑
k=1
(
fC, j (DC, j RC, j |kμˆ2S,m) − aC, j (uIC, j ,DC, j RC, j |kμˆ2S,m)
)
∀({μˆ1
S,m}Mm=1, {μˆ2S,m}Mm=1) ∈
M∏
m=1
S,m ×
M∏
m=1
S,m .
In compact form, with obvious meaning of notation, the interface variational problem
is written as follows: given uI
S
and uI
C
, find (μS,λS) ∈ S × ′S such that
sS,S(μS, μˆ
1
S) + 〈λS, μˆ1S〉S = gS,S(μˆ1S) ∀μˆ1S ∈ S,
sS,C(μS, μˆ
2
S) − 〈λS, μˆ2S〉S = gS,C(μˆ2S) ∀μˆ2S ∈ S.
(35)
We have therefore the following formulation, which is a counterpart of (24):
(SS,S Iλ
SS,C −Iλ
)(
μS
λS
)
=
(
gS,S
gS,C
)
. (36)
We can state the following result (proof as in Proposition 3).
Proposition 6 There exists a unique pair (μS,λS) ∈ S × ′S solution of (35) and
a constant C > 0 such that
‖μS‖S + ‖λS‖′
S
≤ C(‖gS,S‖′S + ‖gS,C‖′S).
The Steklov-Poincaré formulation is obtained by adding the two equations in (35)
and assuming that μˆ1S = μˆ2S = μˆS, leading to
sS,S(μS, μˆS) + sS,C(μS, μˆS) = gS,S(μˆS) + gS,C(μˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S.
Equivalently, we can write
sS(μS, μˆS) = gS(μˆS) ∀μˆS ∈ S. (37)
The existence and uniqueness of a solution to problem (37) can be proved in the same
manner as in Proposition 2.
4.2 Coupling CD-SD models (S = 0, 1) in the multi-component case
From this section on, we replace Assumption 1 by the following.
Assumption 4 We consider admissible combinations (C > S) where the simple
model is given by S = 0, 1.
In this situation, the interface variables belong to 1D or 0D models and, therefore,
they belong to finite dimensional spaces. Indeed, μS ∈ S = RM andλS ∈ ′S = RM .
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An example is provided by the 3D-1D coupled problem described in Sect. 2.3.
Under Assumption 4, we can characterize the operators in (36) through the corre-
sponding matrices, yielding
(
SS,S 1
SS,C −1
)(
μS
λS
)
=
(
gS,S
gS,C
)
, (38)
where SS,S, SS,C, 1 ∈ RM×M and gS,S, gS,C ∈ RM .
Similarly, we can write the system of equations when we employ Dirichlet (for
the SD model) and Neumann (for the CD model) boundary conditions, or Neumann
conditions for both models, leading, respectively, to
(
SS,S 1
1 −TS,C
)(
μS
λS
)
=
(
gS,S
RSuJC
)
, (39)
and
(
1 −TS,S
1 −TS,C
)(
μS
λS
)
=
(
uJ
S
RSuJC
)
. (40)
These expressions are analogous to (32) and (34), respectively, for which it is also
TS,S, TS,C ∈ RM×M .
Remark 7 Once the physical system is defined we have proper matrices corresponding
to each of the augmented problems (Eqs. 38, 39 and 40). It is interesting to investi-
gate the relation between the condition number of those matrices and the number of
unknowns in the problem, that is the number of coupling interfaces between CD-
models and SD-models. As we will see in Sects. 5 and 6, the condition numbers are
increasing functions of the number of coupling interfaces M . This feature becomes
relevant when attempting to solve the heterogeneous problem in a segregated manner
by solving iteratively dimensionally-homogeneous sub-problems.
5 Discrete dimensionally-heterogeneous problem
Suppose now that we approximate each component in the system by a Galerkin finite
element discretization. We denote by hC,i , i = 1, . . . , NC, and hS, j , j = 1, . . . , NS
the characteristic sizes of the elements used in the discretizations of the CD and
SD subdomains, and h = (hC, hS), where hC = {hC,i }NCi=1 and hS = {hS, j }NSj=1.
Then, the approximate augmented interface problem reads: given uI
C,hC and u
I
S,hS ,
find (μS,h,λS,h) ∈ S,h × ′S,h such that
sS,S(μS,h, μˆ
1
S,h) + 〈λS,h, μˆ1S,h〉S = gS,S(μˆ1S,h) ∀μˆ1S,h ∈ S,h,
sS,C(μS,h, μˆ
2
S,h) − 〈λS,h, μˆ2S,h〉S = gS,C(μˆ2S,h) ∀μˆ2S,h ∈ S,h .
(41)
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Analogously, the discrete Steklov-Poincaré formulation reads as follows
sS(μS,h, μˆS,h) = gS(μˆS,h) ∀μˆS,h ∈ S,h . (42)
In the case S = 2, we should construct suitable conforming finite element spaces to
approximate S and ′S to guarantee the well-posedness of (41). More precisely, we
would have to choose a suitable pair S,h ×′S,h to be able to prove the discrete coun-
terpart of Proposition 3, that is that there exists a unique pair (μS,h,λS,h) ∈ S,h×′S,h
solution of (41) and that there exists C > 0 such that the solution satisfies
‖μS,h‖S,h + ‖λS,h‖′
S,h
≤ C(‖gS,S,h‖′S,h + ‖gS,C,h‖′S,h ).
The construction of such spaces is not straightforward and it would lead to a too
wide discussion that goes beyond the aim of this work. For this reason, we stick to
Assumption 4 so that we work only with S = ′S = S,h = ′S,h = RM .
Thus, the discrete version of Eq. (41) in block operator form reads: find (μS,h,
λS,h) ∈ RM × RM such that
(
SS,S,h 1
SS,C,h −1
)(
μS,h
λS,h
)
=
(
gS,S,h
gS,C,h
)
, (43)
whereas the analogous to (42) is: find μS,h ∈ RM such that
SS,hμS,h = gS,h .
Concerning the well-posedness of these problems we can state the following result
which is a particular case of Proposition 3.
Proposition 7 There exists a unique pair (μS,h,λS,h) ∈ RM × RM solution of (43).
Also, there exists C > 0 such that the solution satisfies
|μS,h | + |λS,h | ≤ C(|gS,S,h | + |gS,C,h |).
Proof We have only to prove the analogous of Proposition 1, then the thesis follows
from Proposition 3. We show this result for one component, i.e. we fix j, k and m. More
precisely, we prove in the continuous case that the following problem is well-posed:
find (DCμS, λS) ∈ UˆC × R such that
aC(DCμS, uˆ IC) + 〈λS,RSuˆ IC〉S = 0 ∀uˆ IC ∈ UˆC,
〈λˆS,RS(DCμS)〉S = 〈λˆS, μS〉S ∀λˆS ∈ R.
(44)
Notice that in this context the duality pairing 〈·, ·〉S reduces to the Euclidean scalar
product in R.
Let wC ∈ UˆC be the solution of the following problem:
aC(wC, uˆ
I
C
) = −〈1,RSuˆ IC〉S ∀uˆ IC ∈ UˆC. (45)
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Then DCμS = λSwC satisfies the first equation in (44). If we require that it satisfies
also the second equation, we obtain:
λS〈λˆS,RSwC〉S = 〈λˆS, μS〉S ∀λˆS ∈ R.
Thanks to the coercivity of the bilinear form aC(·, ·), from (45) it follows that 〈λˆS,
RSwC〉S 	= 0 whenever λˆS 	= 0, so that λS exists.
To prove uniqueness, let (u1
C
, λ1
S
), (u2
C
, λ2
S
) ∈ UˆC × R be two solutions of (44).
Then, there holds:
aC(u
1
C
− u2
C
, uˆ I
C
) + 〈λ1
S
− λ2
S
,RSuˆ IC〉S = 0 ∀uˆ IC ∈ UˆC,
〈λˆS,RS(u1C − u2C)〉S = 0 ∀λˆS ∈ R.
Taking uˆ I
C
= u1
C
− u2
C
, by coercivity of aC(·, ·) we obtain ‖u1C − u2C‖UC = 0 from
which u1
C
= u2
C
a.e. in C. The equality λ1S = λ2S follows straightforwardly. unionsq
Finally, concerning the conditioning of the problem, we have the following result.
Proposition 8 The condition number of matrices SS,h and
( SS,S,h 1
SS,C,h −1
)
is indepen-
dent of h = (hC, hS).
Proof The proof is by contradiction. Consider matrix SS,h . Assume that the condition
number depends on a negative power of h. Note that the space where the approximate
solution is looked for does not depend on h = (hC, hS). Indeed, the space where both
the exact and the approximate solutions live is exactly the same. Since the operator
SS,h is invertible, the matrix SS,h associated to the discrete problem is also invertible.
The independence of the condition number of the system with respect to parameter
h stems from the following argument. The matrix SS,h of the continuous operator
has a condition number K (SS,h) that obviously does not depend on h. Therefore, for
h → 0, we have
SS,h → SS and K (SS,h) → K (SS).
The former is a convergence in RM×M , so the analysis is straightforward and we can
conclude by contradiction that K (SS,h) does not depend on h. For the case of block
matrix
( SS,S,h 1
SS,C,h −1
)
the same arguments hold and the result follows. unionsq
Remark 8 In a completely analogous way, it can be seen that the discrete versions of
the problems defined by Eqs. (39) and (40) enjoy the same property. That is, the con-
dition number of block matrices
( SS,S,h 1
1 −TS,C,h
)
and
( 1 −TS,S,h
1 −TS,C,h
)
is independent of
h = (hC, hS).
6 Numerical experiments
In this section we present two applications of our theory. Particularly, we provide
numerical evidence to the conclusions drawn in Remark 7, and Proposition 8. The
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2 1D fins 4 1D fins
6 1D fins 8 1D fins
Fig. 6 Different heterogeneous configurations for the same physical system
by the following continuous and coercive bilinear forms:
a2(u2, uˆ2) =
∫
2
k∇u2 · ∇uˆ2 d2 +
∫
ex
Bi u2uˆ2 dex ,
a1(u1, uˆ1) =
∫
1
kδ
du1
dξ
duˆ1
dξ
d1 +
∫
1
2Bi u1uˆ1 d1,
where δ is the width of the fins.
The operators R1 and R∗1 are defined as
R1(u2|2) = u2,1|1 =
1
|2|
∫
2
u2 d2 and R∗1(λ1) = λ1|2 ,
and we have
〈λ1, u1〉1 = |2|λ1u1|1,
〈λ1,R1(u2|2)〉1 = |2|λ1u2,1|1 =
∫
2
λ1|2 u2 d2 = 〈R∗1(λ1), u2〉2.
Following the same steps of Remark 2, it can be easily seen that these operators satisfy
the hypotheses of Proposition 1.
We solve the coupled problem by considering the four configurations shown in
Fig. 6. In the first case we have M = 2 interfaces so that the augmented system has
dimension 4 × 4, in the second case M = 4 corresponding to a 8 × 8 system, while
in the last two cases M = 6 and 8, respectively, corresponding to augmented systems
of dimensions 12 and 16.
We use the Dirichlet-and-Neumann and the Neumann-and-Neumann approaches
(39) and (40), respectively.
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〈λ1,R1(u3|3)〉1 = A|1λ1u3,1|1 =
∫
3
λ1|3n · u3 d3 = 〈R∗1(λ1), u3〉3.
In the expressions above A is the cross sectional area of the bar, noting that A|1 =
|3|,E is the fourth order elasticity tensor in the solid domain, E˜ is the effective elas-
ticity modulus in the axial direction of the bar (E˜ = E · (n ⊗ n ⊗ n ⊗ n)), g is a
volume source in the solid domain, while g is a volume source in the axial direction
of the bar (g = g · n). As well, K is responsible for the linear control system acting
in a distributed manner over the mechanism. Here the parameters are set always such
that K − ρω2 > 0.
Evidently, the forms a1 and a3 are bilinear, continuous and also coercive, while
the forms f1 and f3 are linear functionals. In turn, the operator R1 is linear and con-
tinuous, while its transpose R∗1 satisfies the requirements stated in Proposition 1 [see
inequalities (12)]. As a matter of fact, for the right inequality we have
‖R∗1λ1‖H−1/2(3) = sup
u3∈H1/2(3)
H−1/2(3)〈R∗1λ1, u3〉H1/2(3)
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
= sup
u3∈H1/2(3)
R〈λ1,R1u3〉R
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
= |λ1| sup
u3∈H1/2(3)
|R1u3|
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
= |λ1||3| supu3∈H1/2(3)
∫
3
u3 · n d3
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
≤ |λ1||3| supu3∈H1/2(3)
‖u3‖L2(3)|3|
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
≤ C |λ1| ∀λ1 ∈ R.
For the left inequality let us take uˆ3 such that |uˆ3| = uˆ3 · n = 1, that is, it is a con-
stant function equal to one in the direction of the normal vector. Then R1uˆ3 = 1 and
‖uˆ3‖H1/2(3) = 1, hence
|λ1| = |R〈λ1,R1uˆ3〉R|‖uˆ3‖H1/2(3)
≤ sup
u3∈H1/2(3)
R〈λ1,R1u3〉R
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
= sup
u3∈H1/2(3)
H−1/2(3)〈R∗1λ1, u3〉H1/2(3)
‖u3‖H1/2(3)
= ‖R∗1λ1‖H−1/2(3) ∀λ1 ∈ R.
Particularly, for this example we take g = 0, g = 0,E is characterized by the Young
modulus E3D = 20.0 and the Poisson ratio ν = 0.3, while E˜ = E1D(1−ν)(1+ν)(1−2ν) , being
E1D = 37 the Young modulus of the 1D components. The density is ρ = 7.86 · 10−6
and the control system is characterized by K = 1.0.
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